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Abstract 
This report will take you through an overview of our enhancement proposal for SuperTuxKart. 

First we will provide you with an introduction to SuperTuxKart. Then we will take you 
through a rough walkthrough of what features we propose to add to the game. After this we 
will go into more detail by outlining two possible implementations of this feature. 

Now with a general idea of what we would like to enhance about the game, we take you 
through a SAAM analysis of our recommended game feature. This includes going through the 
game's stakeholders and then comparing how modifiability, reusability, security and scalability 
will be affected by our enhancement. The non-functional requirements are also compared to 
the current game presents and after the feature implementation. Furthermore, we investigated 
of how maintainability, evolvability, testability and performance will be affected in the game. 

With an awareness of how our game feature will impact certain NFR’s we look at how it 
will affect our concrete architecture and its correlated subsystems. Doing this will require our 
modified version of the SuperTuxKart’s concrete architecture to include our choice of game 
augmentation. This is followed by a walk through of how a to acquire our game feature through 
a sequence diagram. 

Changing a game always gives new potential challenges for users and developers. This is 
why our report then takes you through many of the risks and limitations of the adding our 
proposed feature. Proceeding this with a more in-depth look at cheating and its prevention. 

Lastly, we take you through methods of testing and implementation, what team issue 
occurred and concurrency of the game. More specifically how concurrency is affected by the 
game alteration. This report is then concluded with a section describing the lessons we learned 
and a section to summarize our findings. Refer to the table of contented in find location of 
previously specified topics. 
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Introduction 
SuperTuxKart is an open source Kart racing game developed for Linux. It is a kid friendly 

game that features an abundance of fun colourful characters. The game runs on almost all 
computer platforms and is based off its predecessor TuxKart.  The game has a variety of race 
modes and is comparable to popular games such as Mario Kart. Released in 2004, the game 
continues to update with its latest version being 0.9.2. 

Proposed Enhancement 
The feature we want to implement into SuperTuxKart would be the idea of Kart 

customization. This means a user would have the ability to customize their Kart through a range 
of game offered presets. Being that this is a common feature in games today, there is strong 
evidence that this could be a successful and beneficial add-on to the game. It would bring 
greater enjoyment to players as they can make Karts specific to their desire, giving their Kart a 
personal feel. Additionally, if players were able to unlock specific Kart styles for completing 
game challenges and achievements, many would feel more ambitious to complete the game. 
This would also give players positive reinforcement for gameplay, receiving lasting, usable 
reward for work/fun. Furthermore, we would like to monetize some of the premium and 
limited edition Kart styles. This would allow us to bring in more money for game development 
and allow for more opportunities to have game sponsors. Overall this feature would be 
beneficial to users and developers and shouldn’t be overly complicated to complete.  
 

Implementation Methods 
We have two proposed approaches to implementing a kart customization feature. The first we 
are labeling as the garage mode approach, and the other as the presets approach.  

In the garage mode approach, we will have a new game mode which users can enter, and it 
allows them to customize multiple parts of their kart to make unique and personal 
combinations. The parts may include wheel styles, paint jobs, body style, jet streams, etc. This 
implementation is a total overhaul of the current kart model and texture design, as it requires 
multiple parts, and as such, in this approach we would be removing the current integrated and 
coupled style of kart appearance with kart function and organizing the functions and classes 
into a Karts system for function and properties, and an assets partition for all the models, 
textures, and animation.  

Players can unlock new parts to customize with by complete challenges and achievements, as 
well, more so in consideration for when online play is released and when players will be more 
interested in showing off, we can offer in-game purchases to purchases premium and ‘cool’ 
parts to use. The the part menu in garage mode, there will be the premium parts listed right 
below currently unlocked parts and individuals can have the option to select one for purchase 
(which will prompt confirmation and begin a secure checkout over the network).  



 

Figure 1. Consider Rocket League, which has a similar customization implementation to our proposed garage mode 

The next approach is more simple. In the presets approach, we will just have predetermined 
presets which the player can cycle through at their character selection screen for the 
appearance of their kart. These presets will not be as elaborate in style options as the garage 
mode, and will mostly be changes in color and basic skins. In this approach, there is no need to 
overhaul the kart system, as presets can simply be added to the integrated style of kart textures 
and models as they exist now, and they can simply be cycled through.  

There is still the opportunity to have players unlock new presets by completing challenges and 
achievements, as well as the in-game purchases (as discussed above), though we expect the 
simple presents to be less enticing for players to spend real money on, and so feel less inclined 
to implement in-game purchases in this approach.  

 

 

 

Figure 2. Consider Super Smash Bros., which has a similar preset implementation where players can cycle through 
character colors at character selection screen 

SAAM Analysis 
We consider the software architecture analysis method, and compare the pros and cons of our 
two approaches in terms of several different NFR quality attributes: Modifiability, Reusability, 
Security, and Scalability. The stakeholders these are discussed for are game players, lead 
developers, and community contributors. It should be noted that the effects are not mutually 



exclusive, such that hindering one group for example has effects on others, such as if 
developers are delayed to put out a feature, an implied effect on players is waiting longer for 
new feature releases.  

Modifiability  
Garage:  

- Pros: Separation of kart function and assets from game state allows for cleaner 
organization and easier modification of systems in the future (less coupling, more 
cohesion). This means less work for developers and contributors and faster delivery of 
features for players 

- Cons: More initial modification is required by developers and contributors to organize 
classes and functions into the unintegrated style 

 

 

Presets:  

- Pros: Quicker implementation of the feature as less change is required. Also, simple 
presets are more easily and quickly generated by developers and contributors, so 
feature and presets are rapidly delivered to player 

- Cons: By keeping the current integration of kart assets and function in Karts within game 
state, there is high coupling and low cohesion, and more difficult future modification for 
developers and contributors 

Reusability 
Garage:  

- Pros: Code generated for the customization mode can be reused for future 
customization features (i.e. racer), as well as models and textures of parts which can be 
heavily reused on parts in the same category, making it easier for developers and 
contributors. Easier release of potential features in the future for players, and more 
addition of parts 

- Cons: The existing code cannot be heavily reused due to the new organization of the 
systems and kart assets. More initial work generating code for developers and 
contributors 

Presets:  

- Pros: Due to less changes to implement, older code can be more reused, making it 
easier for developers and contributors. Simple presets allow for high code reuse in 
generating new ones, quicker delivery of the feature and presets to players 

- Cons: New code is not implemented for an elaborate customization feature, and as such 
developers are less likely to plan and easily release such features in the future for which 
could have reused code. This also results in loss of potential features for player 



Security  
Garage:  

- Pros: Promotes the implementation of security protocol for transactions and data 
storage, allowing for increased security for the player with future features using this. 
Allows developers to add more transaction features with security more easily. 
Additionally, cheat check functions will be needed to occasionally verify with the 
network profile that their ‘unlocks’ were rightfully earned/purchased  

- Cons: This new security protocol must be implemented to secure transactions and/or 
encrypt stored payment information of the player. Developers must be trusted to 
implement third party protocol not endangered from open source 

Presets:  

- If in-game purchases are available in the presets option, then the same pros and cons as 
for the garage approach. If there is no plan for these transactions, there is no need to 
developers to implement these which is less work and quicker deliver to players, 
however it is a loss of an opportunity to add important features 

Scalability   
Garage:  

- Pros:  Due to improved organization of classes (less coupling, more cohesion), easier and 
more efficient for developers and contributors to continuously add kart data. Also, the 
larger selection of parts give more combination possibilities to players. 

- Cons: Increasing numbers of parts (kart assets) will reflect in increasing data and can be 
more demanding on the players’ systems and increase loading times. Developers and 
contributors may have to structure data in more efficient way to compensate 

Presets:  

- Pros: As the preset styles are less elaborate, and have less individual assets, there will be 
less data growth Less need for developers and contributors to consider data structure, as 
well as less demand on players’ machines 

- Cons: Harder for developers to organize code with increasing presets added crowding in 
this subsystem and crowding the integrated code in Karts. Difficult for contributors to 
add with little knowledge of integration 



Updated Architecture 

 
Figure 3: New Architecture and Dependencies 

In order to implement Garage Mode, we will be extracting the Karts subcomponent from Game 
State and Moving it to its own subsystem.  This includes the physics and properties of Karts 
such as kart_skidding.cpp, max_speed.cpp, kart_properties.cpp, as well as the controller for the 
karts in controller.cpp. We also added a new configuration file called kart_configuration.cpp to 
store the parts that are attached to the Kart. In order to clean up the Karts subsystem, we also 
moved the Kart graphical assets such as kart_models.cpp, kart_animations.cpp, and 
kart_graphics.cpp to the Assets Manager. This improves our architecture by moving some 
dependencies on Game State to the Karts subsystem, reducing the coupling on Game State. 
Keeping the object oriented architecture style allows us to keep the game modular, and allow 
easier updating of the game’s systems. 
 



Impacted Dependencies 

Physics 
Physics depended on Game State originally to obtain Kart properties necessary in calculating 
collisions, as can be found in the dependencies in physics.cpp on kart_models.cpp, as well as 
btKart.cpp in Physics using kart.hpp. These dependencies are now moved to the Karts 
subsystem, which is a more logical dependency. 

Network 

Network depended on controller.cpp in Game State to control Karts for online play. This is likely 
due to the implementation developers chose to show online players on the player’s local client. 
They likely are using controller.cpp to override and control “AI” Karts, which emulate what the 
online player is doing. This dependency now exists between Network and Karts. 

Network contained replays, which depended on Game State to get Kart assets. Since these 
assets have been moved to Assets manager, Network now depends on Asset Manager. 

Player Input 
Player Input depends on controller.cpp as well to allow the player to control his Kart. This 

means that Player Input now depends on Karts. 

Rendering 
Rendering depends on kart_models.cpp to render Karts, so the dependency on Game State has 

been moved to Karts. 

Game State 

Player profile in Game State contains unlock_manager.cpp, which will now have a dependency 
on Network to check for player achievement and challenge progress (achievement_status.cpp, 
challenge_status.cpp) online, so that when network play is implemented the player cannot 
cheat the system and use parts they have not unlocked. The reasoning behind this is that the 
player can cheat and use these parts offline in their single player progress if they wish, but will 
not be able to have an unfair advantage online. 

Assets Manager 

replay_play.cpp in Assets Manager depended on Kart assets in Game State for replays, and this 
dependency no longer exists as the assets have been moved to Assets Manager. Assets 
Manager also relies on Network to download skins and part models for premium parts when 
the player purchases them online. 

Karts 
Karts depends on Physics when karts.cpp calls physics features such as applyEngineForce.cpp. 
Karts also depends on Rendering now to render and update particles, such as the crashed 
function in karts.cpp which calls setParticleType in rendering. 

Karts will now also depend on the Asset Manager to retrieve the proper part assets 
(getWheelTexture(), getJetStreamAnimation(), etc. ) based on kart_configuration.cpp. 



Effects on Maintainability, Evolvability, Testability, Performance 
With the proposed changes to the Game, all Kart related files will be removed from Game State 
and moved to its own subsystem. The implementation of a Karts subsystem increases 
maintainability by allowing the developers to easily find and update or fix code related to Karts 
without having to navigate the Game State subsystem. However, the high coupling of the game 
means that there are still many dependencies on Karts, and vice versa, so developers will still 
need to traverse and update all the required dependencies if they wish to make a change to the 
Karts subsystem.  

This implementation also increases evolvability, as changes will only need to be made to Karts 
to update the system and its related processes, and new parts and kart assets will be intuitively 
placed in Assets Manager when the team wishes to increase the library of Karts or parts. With 
the Kart assets being moved to Assets Manager, testability will be better as each part can be 
verified through garage mode.  

Feature Interaction 
The new garage mode feature will directly affect the visual component of Karts. Thus, the kart 
visual assets (model, textures, and animations) must be moved to assets manager. Kart 
functionality and configuration will be handled by a new ‘Karts’ subsystem. This new subsystem 
will serve to interact with other subsystems as game state did.  So for example, player will call 
to game state to enter the new garage mode, where assets will be retrieved and used for the 
player to choose a style configuration. Another example is in active races, karts will handle 
player input to control the kart, communicate with physics, and retrieve assets based on the 
saved configuration. 
Lastly, the network subsystem will interact with the new feature, in order to add new style 
parts, unlock track parts through achievements and challenges, and purchase premium parts. 
 



Sequence Diagrams 

 

Figure 4: Sequence Diagram for Customizing a Kart 

In the first sequence diagram, the player will be entering garage mode to customize their Kart. 

The player enters inputs to select garage mode in Game State, which will check in 

unlock_manager.cpp to retrieve the list of unlocked parts. This file is updated against the 

network version for the player when the game starts, provided the player is online. The 

unlocked parts’ assets will be retrieved from Assets Manager, and rendered by Rendering in a 

preview to the player. The player can then select a part to use through Game State, which will 

ask Rendering to render the preview of the Kart with the part attached. If the player selects 

confirm, Game State will update kart_configurations.cpp in Kart to save the attachment for 

when the player goes into a race.  



 

Figure 5. Sequence diagram for the use case of a player setting up the karts at the start of a single race 

In this second use case, we run through the game setting up and displaying the karts at the 

starting line of a single race. The player enters the single race game mode, which triggers the 

start of a race in game state. Game state calls for karts to display the players kart. The kart 

system which holds the custom configuration of the player’s kart requests the assets from 

assets manager for based on that configuration, and the assets manager returns the selected 

kart model, animations (including jet trail), body (including paint job), and color. Karts packages 

the assets together, and then requests Rendering to draw the kart based on that assets 

package. This is than repeated for AI karts which just have their default assets as can be seen 

below. Multiple AI karts with varying defaults may be drawn in a loop.  

Risks and Limitations 
Implementing our enhancement has several associated risks, for example game purchases of 
additional car skins function may be “broken” by others wishing to obtain the features for free. 
Adding paid components risks the security of user information potentially creating an 
opportunity for credit card theft. Would need a network check to make sure purchase was 
made legitimately. A significant risk of any change to the architecture is that with the 



reordering of subsystems, certain function calls may be lost between subsystems, causing new 
bugs.  

Cheat Mitigation 
There is always the potential that players will attempt to access items illegitimately. We 
decided that the best way to combat this was by firstly storing additional items on a remote 
server from which customization files are downloaded when a player legitimately gains access 
to them either through achievements or monetary transaction. The server makes a note of this 
and the client checks periodically while connected to the internet with a server to authenticate 
the customizations. It is possible that the user could be using achievements that don’t belong to 
them between checks, but we decided it was of limited benefit to the player to have a custom 
skin for a short period of time only to lose it when the internet check occurs. Customizations 
which have previously been authenticated are always available offline however, other players 

cannot see them in this case so we decided that enhanced authentication in this domain was 
unnecessary. 

Testing and Implementation 
There would need to be extensive testing done to ensure the garage mode feature is properly 
integrated with the existing SuperTuxKart architecture. This testing would need to ensure the 
decoupling of kart function (into Karts) and kart assets (into assets manager) maintains proper 
functionality. This would involve testing the new karts subsystem calls other subsystems as 
game state did. Karts should be operating normally in a race, being rendered properly with 
animations and proper modelling. Testing would need to ensure collision detection has not 
been impacted, to prevent for example, any kart clipping in a wall. 
The second part of the feature to be tested is to ensure garage mode works as intended. This 
means the player can only view garage parts they have unlocked. Kart configuration must also 
hold so when the player activates garage mode, their current kart is displayed properly. Once 
they leave garage mode, this configuration should save properly and be rendered correctly in 
other game modes, such as during a race. 

Team Issues 
There were a few team issues that we foresaw occurring with the implementation of the garage 
mode feature. It would require the expertise of an experienced developer who is familiar with 
the integration of karts. As well, the developers who worked on all affected subsystems will 
need to update their interfaces to interact with the new Karts subsystem unless an adapter 
design pattern is used. With the introduction of the garage mode, new kart styling parts will 
need to be created by the team’s designers. 

Concurrency 
The networking aspect of this enhancement significantly complicates the concurrency of 
superTuxKart. While available the network will be periodically authenticating player 



achievements and customizations. Otherwise, the addition of garage mode and resulting 
changes to the asset subsystem will not affect the existing multithreading. 

Lessons Learned 
Implementing a feature which you expect to only have limited impact can in fact have 
widespread impact across many subsystems and their dependencies - especially in a tightly 
coupled system such as this  
There is definitely value in have a more organized system where future modification was 
considered and as such is easier to implement without having to reform half of the system 
Essentially -- design a less coupled and more cohesive system early on, and save headaches 
down the road when trying to add to the system 

Conclusion 
A feature allowing users to customize karts is a valuable feature 
An implementation where the user has a new mode allowing for elaborate customization of 
multiple parts of the kart is preferred, even if requiring more initial modification (which is worth 
it for easier future features) 
Making major changes to subsystem structure and integration (such as kart assets being housed 
within karts) would require a lot of updating and testing to ensure that all calls to their assets 
have been corrected, and that functionality of the kart has successfully been separated from 
the assets to render 
As such, avoid high coupling and poor cohesion like this early when designing a system 
architecture is beneficial 
 

This report detailed the implementation strategy necessary to add a garage mode to 

SuperTuxKart. It also justified why this is a good feature. It talked about the necessary 

precautions when doing so. 
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